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ABSTRACT 
 

A semi-supervised classifier is used in this paper is to investigate a model for forecasting unpredictable 

load on the IT systems and to predict extreme CPU utilization in a complex enterprise environment with 

large number of applications running concurrently. This proposed model forecasts the likelihood of a 

scenario where extreme load of web traffic impacts the IT systems and this model predicts the CPU 

utilization under extreme stress conditions. The enterprise IT environment consists of a large number of 

applications running in a real time system. Load features are extracted while analysing an envelope of the 

patterns of work-load traffic which are hidden in the transactional data of these applications. This method 

simulates and generates synthetic workload demand patterns, run use-case high priority scenarios in a test 

environment and use our model to predict the excessive CPU utilization under peak load conditions for 

validation. Expectation Maximization classifier with forced-learning, attempts to extract and analyse the 
parameters that can maximize the chances of the model after subsiding the unknown labels. As a result of 

this model, likelihood of an excessive CPU utilization can be predicted in short duration as compared to 

few days in a complex enterprise environment. Workload demand prediction and profiling has enormous 

potential in optimizing usages of IT resources with minimal risk. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The current cloud based environment is very dynamic in which the web traffic or number of hits 

to some applications increases exponentially in a short span of time (burst in traffic) and it 
drastically slows down the enterprise application system. At many occasions the IT system 

crashes because it cannot sustain the excessive load under stress conditions. In enterprise 

applications environment in big departments, some crucial applications providing services to the 

public, e.g. benefits payments, custom clearances at airports, etc., halt suddenly. It is observed 
that at many occasions the systems crash randomly due to unpredictable load because of 

excessive web traffic for short period. This results in loss of efficiency and productivity of service 

providers. Many at times, the system crashes without any alerts and practically it is not feasible to 
take any remedial actions e.g. load balancing, etc. The high transaction-rate (excessive number of 

hits / second) at some moment of time for a very short duration can drag the IT applications or the 

computer systems to be very sluggish because the system becomes irresponsive and unable to 
process large number of transactions simultaneously at different servers. 
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As we know, our reliance on cloud internet computing is increasing every day and it has become 
unavoidable. Therefore, it has become very important for big enterprises to keep the key 

applications running 24/7 to an acceptable efficiency during the whole year. Marinating the key 

applications running at a high efficiency level in the big enterprise system and developing new 

functionality at the same time is a constant challenge between functionality and resource 
management [8]. T many instances it is observed that the system has arrived to a situation when 

practically very negligible memory is available for the critical applications to run in an enterprise 

set-up and this situation can lead to a system crash. The scenario becomes even more complex 
when transactions are generated from wide area distributed networks where the network traffic, 

latency and bandwidth are key factors impacting the performance and behaviour of IT 

applications. 
 

The main aim of this research paper is to develop and implement a practical approach to forecast 

unpredictable burst in traffic by using semi-supervised neural nets classifier. To perform this we 

have analysed the work-load patterns hidden in of the key transactions over a year and observed 
CPU utilization under stress conditions (high volume of web traffic) using data mining 

techniques. 

 

2. RESEARCH PROBLEM 
 

In this research, we have studied the load profiles of the last year to identify patterns at different 

time periods. These patterns were analysed and used to develop test scenarios in the test 

environment. We also analysed the big transactional data and extracted load patterns from the raw 
transactions with the help of implementing profile points [2]. This enabled us to identify issues 

related to load estimation in testing environment as well the real world (production) 

environments. We then developed a performance predictive model to forecast the CPU 
performance in enterprise IT infrastructure under extreme stress conditions. 

 

2.1.Performance Issues 

 
Computer applications are developed and based upon business specifications and these 
specifications are primarily depend upon the user requirements [1]. We have noticed in our 

department that there are some critical limitations in determining performance of applications, in 

the current practices such as – 

 

 Not Reliable: Predicting system behaviour is not reliable e.g. response time, performance, 
specially under a short burst traffic (hits) situation 

 Not Robust: Lack of a robust approach due to the volatile and unpredictable web traffic 

 Using Risk Based Approach: Performance testing (load and stress testing) is mainly done 

using the key or crucial transactions which are considered as a high-risk to the 

departments. Testing each and every scenario is in an enterprise applications environment 
is extremely time consuming and costly [2]. So, load tests are generally performed on - 

 

 Key transactions which have critical impact on systems or services 

 Critical functions which could impact people or important services 
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3. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND DATA ANALYSIS IN LARGE ENTERPRISE 

ENVIRONMENT 

 
Big public departments or corporates comprises of different types of system architectures (latest 
and legacy) e.g. mobile applications, cloud computing, etc. [1]. To cater most of the real work 

scenarios, we have performed our experiments in a test environment which simulates a large and 

complex environment having more than 350 servers and large number of which were distributed 
across multiple sites (countries). This test environment (called as “pre-production” environment) 

is a subset of the whole enterprise set-up with all applications integrated as per the specifications 

and represent the most recent releases but with limited data set. This test environment also 
represents a system simulating all the applications working in more than 52 overseas posts across 

the world. 

 

Raw transnational data was captured from data logs / files which were created at periodic 
intervals. To perform the data collection, profile points are configured in the IT system 

architecture at different layers which collects the data continuously at pre-defined time intervals 

[1]. Different type of transactional data was captured e.g. % CPU utilization, transaction response 
times, bandwidth, memory usages, etc. and used for analysis and debugging purposes. 

 

Load and stress experiments for validation were done in the IT test environment (called as pre-

production environment) which represents the production environment. This test environment 
emulates the real-world type of scenarios or behavior. Profile points are used to monitor the 

transactions, responses times and other key parameters during the full path both ways (server to 

client and client to server). The analysis of data, recognition of patterns are used and extremely 
important for optimization [1]. This also helps to continuously improve the models to predict 

reaching critical load while meeting the dynamic needs and variability of the dynamic load 

patterns [12]. 
 

4. IDENTIFYING WORKLOAD PATTERNS 
 

We have developed a trace-based approach to identify patterns of the CPU utilization of servers 

over a period. For this we have captured transactions for over a year and collected relevant data 

for the last one year. The profile points were configured at different threads and nodes of the 
applications path flows and capture the data at regular pre-defined intervals. Then we have 

studied the work load patterns of different transactions and their respective behaviour. 

 

Workload patterns under stress conditions were quite typical and different from normal behaviour 
of a CPU [1]. Signs of high CPU utilization can be predicted while simulating the virtual traffic in 

test environment. The test environment also executes large number of applications simultaneously 

as like real word scenario. 
 

Assumption: it is assumed that CPU utilization follows a cyclic behaviour for some types of 

transactions. These patterns can be represented by a time series consisting of a pattern and/or a 

cyclical component [1],[2]. 
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Figure 1. Different Load pattern of CPU Utilization, approx. 3000 – 4000 hits per minute. 

 
 

Figure 1 shows the load patterns which follow a cyclic sequence. In the second graph, % CPU 

suddenly drops from high usages (95%) to about 12% average. When it was about 95%, the 
transaction response times were very high and the system was showing sluggishness during the 

peak spikes. Data mining is done to capture two peak intervals where we observed a pattern, 

reaching a higher CPU utilization for a longer duration of time, this clearly shows abnormal 
behaviour of CPU utilization. We have also collected some data and did analytics on other 

parameters e.g. hard disk usages, database hits, etc. and these can also provide insights from these 

patterns for predictive modelling. In this paper, it is out of scope and will be investigated as an 

extension to current work. 
 

5. TRAINING WITH SEMI SUPERVISED LEARNING (SSL) 
 

We have used an expected-maximization semi-supervised classifier to train our model. In this 

approach we used labelled data with some amount of unlabelled data. This is used in conjunction 
with a small amount of data can produce considerable improvement in learning accuracy over 

unsupervised learning [5]. There are some advantages, in context to this research work, such as – 

 
a) A scalable probabilistic approach 

b) It can generate a model which simulates analogies of patterns based upon on different 

profile data sets in a complex enterprise applications environment 

c) Can achieve optimisation in terms of time and accuracy by predicting results 
 

 
Considering some assumptions for the semi-supervised learning to work e.g. if two distinct points 

d1, d2 are close enough, then there might be respective outputs b1, b2. If we do not consider these 

assumptions, it would be hard to develop a practical model for a known number of training data 
sets to predict a set of infinitely possible test-cases which are mainly unseen [16]. We also have 

used other parameters in using labelled data points such as - effort, time, tools and resources. 

Based upon the nature and potential implementation of this research, semi-supervised learning 

with forced-training [3][7] may provide some useful outcomes as it is based upon –  
 

a) Learning (training) of data set with both labelled and unlabelled data 

b) Results are obtained in less time 
c) Assumptions of forced-training can reduce the training time 
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6. EXPERIMENTS FOR VALIDATION 
 
In our validation process, we simulated the load pattern showing burst in traffic in complex 

enterprise test environment as we observed after collecting the data. This represented the real-

world scenario patterns representing different transactions. The test environment has limited data 

(a sub-set of full data) which proportionally represents large data sets associated with the 
integrated applications. More than 129 live applications fully functional as the real applications 

environment. The process included – 

 
i) Data collection using profile points and analysis. Data logs were created and extracted for a 

very short intervals of 5 minutes 

ii) Data extraction and analysis of the of workload demand patterns over a long period of time – 
during last one year 

iii) Generate synthetic workloads patterns 

iv) Execute stress tests in test environment with large number of virtual users using system-

applications as in real world scenario 
v) Validate the results by extracting data from different profile points of the application threads 

and nodes on completion of the tests 

vi) Training the model using semi-supervised learning approach (deep learning paradigm) 
[7],[11]. 

vi) Forecast the likelihood of the traffic burst (excessive CPU usages) using the trained model 

[4],[6]. 

 

6.1. Experimental Set-Up 
 
We designed and configured the following experiment set-up to perform our experiments in the 

test environment. 

 

I) Virtual User Generator: used to simulate key end-user business processes and transactions 
Ii) Controller: to manage, control and monitors the execution of load tests 

Iii) Load Generators: to generate virtual load and simulate work-load patterns while large 

number of virtual users generating web-traffic and exhibiting load patterns simulating web-traffic 
bursts 

 
 

Figure 2. A Typical Load Profile with Virtual Users 

 

Figure 2 shows user work-load profile (stress conditions) with different ramp up (slopes) times. 

This set up is used for validation of our results. 
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7. FORECASTING TRENDS 
 

To study and analyse a trend in the load patterns we have worked out the aggregate demand 

difference of each occurrence of the pattern from the original workload [15]. We used a modified 

ETS (exponential smoothing) algorithm with ETS point predicts are equal to the medians of the 
predict distributions. 

 
Figure 3 (a) Semi-supervised v/s Supervised learning (1year data set) 

 

 
Figure 3(b) CPU Utilization under burst of traffic load conditions 

  

Figure 3(a) shows the results of a modified semi-supervised neural network model, which is used 
to predict burst of traffic [9][10]. This model is now a part of our monitoring process in 

continuous evaluation of the demand patterns, as shown in Figure 3(b). This model predicts the 

burst of traffic behaviour and sets alarm for the system architects to take remedial actions e.g. re-
allocation of IT resources to avoid a system crash or failure. 
 

8. CONCLUSION 
 

We have developed and implemented a novel practical approach to predict burst in traffic 
behaviour in a complex and highly integrated environment (test or pre-production) where more 

than 130 IT applications were live and thousands virtual users generate user-load under stress 

conditions. Our integrated enterprise environment had a distributed system with more than 300 
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servers serving more than 450 clients simultaneously. With a semi-supervised neural net 
classifier, the proposed approach predicts and identifies the burst in traffic in a complex 

enterprise IT infrastructure. 

 

Data analytics enabled the system architects and system capacity planners to distribute the work-
load appropriately. The proposed practical approach helped the IT architects to mitigate the risk 

of an unexpected failure of the IT systems, due to burst of traffic patterns, within a very short 

duration of time (3 to 4 hours) compared to 1 - 2 weeks as in the current practice. Validation of 
our results were done in an integrated test environment where alerts are activated as soon as the 

collective CPU utilization of the server’s crosses 70% threshold critical limit. Experiments 

performed in test environment validated that our approach to predict potential burst of traffic 
worked effectively. In addition, we have found that this approach has benefited our department in 

efficient management of IT resources and helped to plan IT capacity for future demand 

predictions. This resulted in saving cost due to the optimum resource allocation in our IT 

enterprise IT environment. 
 

As further work, we are working on investigating the impact of different parameters e.g. hard -

disk failures, network latency [14], different types of transactions [13] and trying to develop a 
hierarchical semi-supervised learning model to extract patterns and to design an accelerated semi-

supervised learning for predictive modelling. 
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